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Medicaid Director Update

May 19, 2021

Department Update

Tracy Johnson

20 minutes

Discussion

All

30 minutes

Begin enrollment conversation by discussing coverage trends for pregnant 

women

Present an overview of forthcoming adjustments regarding Accountable Care 

Collaborative performance metric portfolio



• Working to understand how members move on and off –

“churn” – Health First Colorado coverage

• Conducted initial analysis of churn in Winter 2020
➢ COVID-19 and public health emergency heightened importance of 

understanding churn trends in broader conversation regarding 

enrollment

• SB21-194 precipitated a closer look at pregnant women
➢ Proposes that HCPF cover the 12-month post partum period
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Policy and Delivery System Context
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Policy and Delivery System Context



• Cohort includes MAGI Pregnant & Legal Immigrant Prenatal 

during SFY1819

• Analyzed coverage 12 months after the pregnancy eligibility 

span ended

• Analyzed by federal poverty level (FPL) and race/ethnicity

• Excluded following members:
➢ Emergency-only coverage

➢ Members eligible under pregnancy-related codes during SFY1920
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Analysis
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Coverage by FPL
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MAGI Pregnant, 0-133% FPL Coverage by 
Race/Ethnicity
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MAGI Pregnant, 134% + FPL Coverage by 
Race/Ethnicity
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Legal Immigrant Prenatal, 0-133% FPL 
Coverage by Race/Ethnicity
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Legal Immigrant Prenatal, 134% + FPL 
Coverage by Race/Ethnicity



What are the implications, particularly 

from an EDI perspective, for these 

potential policy changes?

How would this impact the ACC and RAEs’ 

ability to delivery maternity programming 

and to improve performance?
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Discussion Questions



• Begun to review and revise its performance strategy

• Developing forthcoming changes to performance metric 

portfolio:
➢ Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), 

➢ Behavioral Health Incentive Program (BHIP), and 

➢ Performance Pool
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ACC Performance Metrics



• Objectives of strategic review include:
➢ replace homegrown measures with standard measures with a 

greater focus on outcomes;

➢ reduce the total number of measures;

➢ ensure our measures reflect our Medicaid populations and key 

program areas and goals, including areas with the greatest 

opportunity for improvement;

➢ highlight areas for equity opportunity;

➢ promote alignment and transparency; and

➢ improve our capacity to understand what we're seeing in the data
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ACC Performance Metrics



• Some changes take effect 7/1/2021
➢ Majority take effect 7/1/2022

• Stakeholder feedback critical
➢ Next PMME Meeting: May 27th from 3:00-4:30PM

➢ Contact Liana Major liana.major@state.co.us
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ACC Performance Metrics

mailto:liana.major@state.co.us
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Measure Changes for July 1

*Pink = CMS Core Measures
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Thank you!


